USER GUIDER

GENERAL INFORMATION

This watch is a reliable high precision electronic instrument, intended for recreational use. It is accompanied by a LCD featuring a large icon display intended to be clearly visible in almost any condition.

NOTE: The watch should not be substituted for acquiring measurements that require professional or industrial precision and should not be used to acquire measurements when skydiving, hang gliding, parasailing, gyrocopter flying and flying small aircraft.

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

Only perform the procedures described in this manual. Do not use your Watch as the only sports aid or communication. Never attempt to disassemble or service your Watch. It will lead to invalidation of the warranty

Protect your Watch from shocks, extreme heat and prolonged exposure to direct sunlight. If Not in use, store your Watch in a clean and dry environment at room temperature.

Do not expose your Watch to strong chemicals such as gasoline, cleaning solvents, acetone, alcohol, insect repellents, adhesives and paint, as they will damage the unit’s seals, case and finish. Keep the area around the sensor free of dirt and sand. Never insert any objects into the sensor opening.

Do not touch screen with sharp objects and keep the screen clean. Never use the product when its damaged.

Please note: you must avoid water splashes/drops coming into contact with the Watch or its body, if this occurs, it is likely that the watch will stop functioning, and this is not covered in the standard warranty policy.

Do not expose the product to low temperatures, otherwise your Watch may be damaged by humidity change and ruin the electronic circuit board. It is normal for the screen to start-up slowly in low temperatures.

If your Watch is lost or stolen, please notify your network provider to initiate the cancellation of the SIM card. You may be asked for the IMEI number. This should be written down and stored in a safe place. Dial *06# to find your IMEI number.

Please do not use your Watch when you are driving, in extreme circumstances, use the hand free accessories to accept calls. Please remember, it is illegal in some countries to make/receive calls while driving.

All mobile devices may cause interference to radio devices, using the Watch on a plane is illegal and dangerous: please make sure to keep your Watch powered off. It is important to Power OFF the Watch in dangerous areas such as: at Petrol and Gas stations, oil digging plants, chemical plants or explosion areas. You must abide by relevant laws and rules, and power off your Watch.

Abide by special regulations, and keep your Watch powered off in places where it may cause interference or danger to other equipment (such as in hospitals).

Any mobile, including this Watch, may have talk quality interference by other radio waves.

Emergency call

Make sure your Watch is powered on and in service, input emergency call NO, (such as 999 and others), dial to call.

NOTE: As with all mobiles, due to network or signal problems, the phone may not support all the functions of the Watch at all times. Certain networks may even not support 112 emergency calls. So you can not depend on this Watch totally, when there is important communication, such as medical first aid.

CHARGING THE BATTERY

Your Watch is equipped with an internal rechargeable battery. To improve battery lifetime, the battery must be fully charged before the first use. It is suggested to charge and discharge fully for the first three times of use. The battery’s functions (such as standby time and talk time) may vary due to use and different networks. Heavy use of the electroluminescent backlight and sports functions will significantly reduce the life of the battery.

When the battery level indicator on the display reaches the red zone, the battery voltage is low and you should recharge the battery.

You can charge the battery with the mains voltage or through your PC’s USB connector. When the battery level indicator is full, disconnect the charger from the mains outlet.

TIPS:
- When the Watch is connected to the PC, data can be exchanged whether it is on or off.
- Phone and sports functions work whether the Watch is connected to the PC or not.

WARNING:

This Watch contains a Li-ion battery. To reduce the risk of fire or burns, do not disassemble, crush, puncture, short external contacts or dispose of in fire or watch.

The battery should be only be replaced by professional service. Recycle or dispose of used battery properly.

HOW TO USE YOUR WATCH

MAIN FUNCTIONS (MODES)

Touch Screen Tips
- There is no need to press the screen hard; the touch screen is sensitive enough to detect light touches.
- Use the tip of your finger to touch the option you want. Be careful not to touch any surrounding keys.
- When the screen light is off, the touch protection function is automatically enabled to prevent inadvertent touches of the touch keys. This prevents the touch screen from responding when touched unintentionally. To disable touch protection, press any button on the watch.
- Whenever the watch is not in use, it will return to the lock screen.

BUTTONS’ BASIC FUNCTIONS

A Power on/off
- Power on/off the watch.
- Switch the watch to watch mode at anytime.

B Setting
- Set the time, date, alarm clock, dual time zone and power save mode in the watch mode.

TIME MODE

The time mode provides the user with
- an adjustable 24/12 hour clock display and three sub-clock displays, including two dual time displays;
- a dual time zone;
- an alarm and;
- the power saving mode.

In the time mode, slide the screen to choose different clock displays. Press any buttons to activate the screen once it goes to sleep.

SPORTS MODE

The sports mode provides the user with
- weather forecast;
- temperature;
- compass;
- stopwatch;
- step-counter and;
- altimeter.

To view and use the Sports mode:

In the Sports mode, slide the screen to the sports mode. Press any buttons to activate the screen once it goes to sleep. Click the small icons on the screen to choose the different sports functions.

WEATHER FORECAST

Take off the watch and put it in the air for 15 minutes. It helps to get a more accurate barometric pressure.

The watch should be kept in the testing environment for 6-8 hours to forecast the weather.
TEMPERATURE
Place the watch in the testing environment at least 5 minutes.
Do not touch the watch's case during the testing.
Long-time talking, music playing and charging will lead to inaccurate testing result.

ALTImETER
It is an relative altitude.
The figure is calculated by air pressure. The changing of the air pressure may lead to the errors.

PHone MODE
The phone mode provides the user with basic functions as a mobile phone.

Install/Remove The SIM Card
Failure to follow the procedure correctly will result in damage to your SIM card, and possibly your watch.
SIM cards may have your personal information, including your mobile number, PIN, PIN2, PUK (PIN unlock key), PUK2 (PIN2 unlock key) and IMSI Code and network info, phonebook and messages.

STOPWATCH
This watch supports you to record up to 20 split times.

STEP COUNTER
In the senior mode, the watch will calculate and display the walking distance and the calorie automatically.
- Input the weight and one step's distance.
- Press after the testing, the watch will calculate and show the walking distance, step's distance, and calorie automatically.
- Press # again to hide the distance and the calorie.